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“In the future, we will also
be counting on List & Label
for our reporting needs.”
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List & Label – A Universal Tool for
Craftsmanship Reporting
When it comes to the woodworking industry, you don‘t only need strong arms, efficient machines and
entrepreneurship. You also need to be able to process information efficiently. Daniel Wagner and his
company schreinerservice24 offer software solutions that assist carpentry workshops, booth builders
and shop fitters in their preparatory work in a variety of ways. As a reporting tool, List & Label provides
first-class services and his customers can benefit in many ways, e.g. from customized stock lists that fit
their individual needs.

Facts

The Company
Since 2009, the trained master carpenter Daniel Wagner, in conjunction with his company schreinerservice24 (literally translated:
carpenterservice24), has been developing software solutions for the
woodworking industry. Working together with several partner companies, he mainly develops individual interface solutions. In addition
to tailored software solutions, he also offers shop solutions. Due
to his industry knowledge, he is naturally able to put himself in his
customer‘s shoes, which means that they can speak the same language when it comes to defining their software requirements.

The Challenge
For his software applications, Daniel Wagner needed a flexible
reporting tool that made it possible to create various stock lists that
the users could customize according to their needs using the design
interface. At first, Daniel Wagner used Microsoft‘s “SQL Server
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Reporting Services“ to achieve this. However, it was not an ideal
solution. According to him, the application lacked “elegance
and, above all, an end user report designer“. When choosing
the right development tool, it was important for him that the
component could be used in the most varied scenarios, meaning it should be able to work universally. In the end, the key
factor was that the report generator had to be from a proven
manufacturer with in-house support.

The Solution
Daniel Wagner found what he needed in the List & Label reporting tool offered by combit: “It had the required universality and
in all other aspects, the tool lived up to my expectations. I was
able to integrate the component easily.“ But in order to get the
most of the many possibilities this tool has to offer, he did some
extra tweaking. Daniel Wagner was happy with the two weeks it
took to thoroughly learn to use the tool: “The effort is well worth
the benefit,“ he concluded.

schreinerservice24‘s applications are being developed for Windows in Visual Studio Professional and use List & Label in various
ways. Mostly, the report generator can be used to create stock
lists that the user can customize according to his own needs with
the design interface. With an additional software application,
interior developers have the possibility to make their furniture
available using a shop configurator. There are many adjustable
parameters for furniture. “Due to this, the shop solution had to
be as flexible as our customer‘s furniture,“ said Daniel Wagner.
Now, the furniture manufacturers can personalize the settings
and adjust the configuration interface. In order to store various

digital logic units that react dynamically to the user‘s input,
schreinerservice24 uses the formula editor that is also available independently from List & Label in the Enterprise Edition.
Daniel Wagner is enthusiastic about this possibility: “This way
the user doesn‘t have to deal with two different formula wizards, but can use the same wizard for both List & Label and
the configurator.“ In the shop solution, List & Label is also
used to create offers. “Here the report designer also is of vital
importance, as our users want to be able to design the offer
interface freely,“ said Daniel Wagner.
Whenever he had questions on how to use List & Label,
Daniel Wagner felt he was always on solid foundations with
combit: “The support team is competent and reliable, especially when asking for help by phone. They helped right away,
without putting the customer off.“

Summary
schreinerservice24 has found the
perfect reporting tool in List & Label.
The manager, Daniel Wagner, says that
the strengths of this tool are its flexibility, the uncomplicated integration,
the “straightforward, user-friendly report designer“ and its
compatibility with the most varied data sources. List & Label
has opened many new doors for him. “The designer in particular makes it possible for the end customer to adjust many
things himself,“ he praises and concludes: “We started out
with the Professional Edition of List & Label and have recently
upgraded to the Enterprise Edition. That means that we are
counting on List & Label for our reporting needs today and
will continue to do so in the future. The reasons are obvious:
as a manufacturer, combit is highly competent, friendly and
professional!”
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